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There’s really no surprise that Amazon Web 
Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure and Google 
Cloud Platform constitute the three biggest 
public cloud players – in that order.

Organizations deploying workloads in the 
public cloud look for a comprehensive 
menu of cloud services, cost-effectiveness, 
flexibility (ease-of-use) and a relatively 
long track record that underscores service 
reliability. AWS has been one of the longest 
public cloud players and it tops the short list 
at 28%. But AWS also brings an impressive 
swath of capabilities – often leading with 
specialized compute services like Lambda 
for event-driven (serverless) computing, 
along with comprehensive management and 
development/deployment tools.

Microsoft Azure, long a distant second to AWS, 
seems to be gaining ground at 26%. This is 
likely related to the sheer size and dominance 
of Microsoft in data center operations. 
Microsoft’s strategy appears to emphasize and 
reinforce the relationship between data centers 
with Windows Server, virtualization with 

Hyper-V and the cloud with Azure. The result 
is a seamless hybrid integration that offers 
powerful appeal for local/cloud migrations.

Google Cloud Platform currently occupies 
a third spot at just 10%. But even this 
represents an uptick in Google as a major 
cloud player. And while Google provides an 
impressive suite of services, its principle 
emphasis appears focused on big data and 
machine learning capabilities which, while 
important, don’t cater as closely to the more 
immediate needs of workload development 
and deployment touted by AWS and Azure.

Beyond the top three players, providers 
including VMware, Rackspace, IBM, 
CenturyLink and Dell are generally niche 
solutions that have yet to find a broader footing 
in services, flexibility, and cost. For example, 
IBM is renowned for their machine learning 
and analytical capabilities, but typically aren’t 
the go-to provider for fast, flexible, low-cost 
development efforts or mundane archival  
data storage.
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Amazon and Microsoft Duke It Out for 
Public Cloud Dominance

AWS has been one of 
the longest public cloud  
players and it tops the  
short list at 28%.

https://aws.amazon.com/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://cloud.google.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/
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Off-premises Public cloud/IaaS, not a virtual cloud Top Vendors  
on the Short list

Source: Cloud Infrastructure Post Purchase Report: Off-Premises Public Cloud/IaaS Q1-Q2, 2016
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n = 632

A quarterly metric measuring the instances a technology vendor completed (shortlisted) for a 
deal (“n =” represents the count of vendor occurences on the shortlist).



About The TechTarget  
Research Peer Network 
Choosing the right technologies and finding the right 
vendors for your IT projects is now much easier. As a 
member of the TechTarget Research Peer Network,  
you gain unlimited access to our vast store of  
peer-based research that institutional investors and 
management teams at vendors pay hundreds of 
thousands of dollars for.

With your member subscription you can:

• Benchmark your own IT spending and have proof-
points to get the budget for your upcoming projects

• Fast track your evaluations by identifying the short 
list your peers have vetted

• Negotiate aggressively by knowing the type of deals 
your peers are getting

• Make more informed decisions about using a new IT 
vendor by utilizing your peers’ actual experiences

Participation is easy. In exchange for a confidential dialog 
about your recent purchases, technology roadmaps, 
vendor relationships and forward-looking spending plans, 
we’ll give you free unlimited access to the aggregated, 
anonymized intelligence we’ve gathered from your peers 
who share the same insight on an ongoing basis. This 
incredible research will save you time, money and advance 
your knowledge and professional career.

About TechTarget 
TechTarget publishes media for information technology 
professionals. More than 140 focused websites enable 
quick access to a deep store of news, advice and analysis 
about the technologies, products and processes crucial to 
your job. 
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